Access-Ability, supplier of accessibility …
Vehicle harness generation 2


Designed for children and adults with special needs or
challeging behaviour during transportation.



Provides

postural support for people with physical

disabilities during transportation.
This car harness provides a real feeling of security and
comfort for the users, driver, as well as the other passengers.
Description:
New ergonomic design with adjustable backrest



New emergency evacuation system, reachable behind the seat or by the trunk



Made in France in neoprene material



Adaptable & long lasting : Can be used with booster seat and has adjustable belts to fit the
growing child



Universal: adaptable to all type of seats



Safe : provided with seven lockable buckles and a set of keys



Easy to transport in car, bus, trip, rental car

Options:


Headrest with adjustable height and front support



Set of 2 additional belts for individual seat installation



New emergency evacuation system ESCAPE BOX



Modifications : possibility to tailor-made the harness. Additional cost may apply

Important information: The seat belt remains compulsory while using the vehicle
harness. We recommend you to check the country’s regulations with regards to safety car belts prior
to using the vehicle harness. The utilisation of the vehicle harness remains at the driver’s
responsibility.

Address : 6 Rue du Bout de la Ville,
80490 Hocquincourt France
Tel : +33 (0)3 22 25 58 65
contact@access-ability.eu
www.access-ability.eu

Vehicle Harness



Installation notice
Support base (A)

Frontal harness (C)

Adjustable backrest (B)

Installation on standard seat: there is a space between the backrest and the seat
1. Unclip the back support (A+B) from frontal harness (C).

(3)

(2)

2. Place the back support (A+B) over the backrest of the car seat . If
necessary, fold forwards the seat to pass the belts that go around the back
of the seat.
3. Clip and tighten the locking belts to the maximum to ensure the harness
doesn't float.
4. Once the person is seated comfortably, take the frontal harness part (C) and
clip it against the back support (A+ B). Adjust the 7 belts and lock, if necessary.
(5)

5. Please return the belt bottoms as per picture

(4)

Installation on individual seat: there is no space between the backrest and the seat
The installation steps are the same as for the standard seat.
2 additional belts are neccessary and available as an option
for the harness.
1. One additional belt is to fix behind the seat and help the harness back
support (A+ B) go around the whole seat, not only the backrest.
2. The second one is to fix between the seat and the backrest. Tighten the belt to
the maximum to ensure the harness doesn't float.

Important information: The standard emergency evacuation system is reachable
behind the seat or by the trunk. You only need to click on the 2 red buttons at the same time and the

If you require further information, request a quotation or have a free trial, please contact us ...

person can leave the car together with the harness.
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We wish you a safe
trip!
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